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Outline/Goals of this seminar
• A Case of Future & Emerging Pervasive Computing
• Describe the chemical tuple space model
• Show applications to “Pervasive Service Ecosystems”
• Describe the SAPERE Project
• Propose thesis/projects
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A scenario of pervasive displays
Consider an airport in the near future
It will be filled with displays of various kind:
• Very big ones on the terminal lobby
• Side-to-side displays when entering a terminal
• Displays at each gate, in shops, and on corridors
• In front of each seat in the gate area (and on aircrafts)
• On people’s smart phones
What do we show in these displays?
• Attracting interest of users
• Providing useful information
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A scenario of pervasive displays
A pervasive network with displays spread around
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A scenario of pervasive displays
Visualisation services (news, ads, social data) get injected
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A scenario of pervasive displays
Displays should adapt visualisation to users nearby
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A scenario of pervasive displays
Sensors provide contextual-information to improve adaptation
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Some interesting features
Basic elements
• Displays show information based on majority of people around
• Alerts are shown as a given person passes nearby
• Visualisation services no longer attracting get garbage
collected
Advanced ideas
• Displays coordinate to avoid irritating users
• Displays coordinate to provide visualisation streams
• Adjacent displays show a common, bigger content
• A display used as a “map” to watch social activities
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Some General Requirement
Opennes, self-*, contex-awareness
• Opennes: we won’t know which services, data, users, devices
will be available soon, the infrastructure should work
independently of this
• Self-* features should naturally emerge
• Self-awareness: identifying key situations
• Self-adaptiveness: tuning behaviour to ongoing changes
• Self-organisation: find a better/new organisation
(spatial/temporal)
• Self-optimisation: be able to garbage services/data
• Context-awareness: data and services will be relative to the
position/location in which they reside
• centralisation of data and software will soon be abandoned
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Motivation
New coordination models recently emerged
• Computational-fields in TOTA for pervasive computing [5]
• Biologically-inspired clustering of tuples in SwarmLinda [6]
• Biologically-inspired pheromone infrastructures [7]
A common view
• The coordination space should not be “inert”..
• ..but rather it should self-organise to tackle adaptiveness
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Self-Organising Coordination [9]
How should coordination laws be designed?
1. They should be “local”
2. They should be stochastic
3. They should realise a reactive process
How to find good coordination laws for self-organisation?
• Several attempts to find a methodology
• But nothing better than taking inspiration from nature, so far
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Chemical Tuple Spaces
Main idea
• Tuple spaces + chemical-like reactions as coordination laws
• Tuples have a concentration (a.k.a. weight, or activity value)
• Concentration is evolved “exactly” as in chemistry [3]
• Some reactions can even fire a tuple from one space to
another
Why designing coordination with this chemical metaphor?
• Chemistry fits coordination (Gamma)
• Can get inspiration from natural/artificial (bio)chemistry
• Can model population dynamics (prey-predator [2])
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First settings
One tuple space, two agents
  
ag1
ag2
tuple space
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Inserting tuples
Primitive out: default concentration is 1
  
t(red)<10> out(t(red)<10>)
ag1
ag2
tuple space
t(green)<5> out(t(green)<5>) 
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A pictorial representation
A tuple as substance of uniform molecules – still a single tuple
  
ag1
ag2
tuple space
t(red)
t(green)
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Reading Tuples
Primitive rd: reading current concentration
  
ag1
tuple space
t(red)
t(green)
rd(t(red)<X>)
X=10
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Reading Tuples
Primitive rd: reading a given amount – possibly blocking
  
ag1
tuple space
t(red)
t(green)
rd(t(red)<12>)
blocked
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Reading Tuples
Primitive rd: concentration as probability, i.e., relevance
  
ag1
tuple space
t(red)
t(green)
rd(t(X)<Y>)
blocked66%:X=red,Y=10
  33%:X=green,Y=5
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Removing Tuples
Primitive in: removing entirely or partially a tuple
  
ag1
tuple space
t(red)
t(green)
in(t(red)<2>)
blockedo
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Installing Chemical Reactions
A chemical reaction, with tuples in place of molecules
t(red) + t(green)
r−→ t(red) + t(red) + t(blue)
  
ag1
ag2
tuple space
t(red) t(green)
t(blue)
+ + +
r
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Firing Chemical Reactions
Reactions are executed over time according to [3]
t(red) + t(green)
r−→ t(red) + t(red) + t(blue)
Transition (Markovian) rate: r ∗#t(red) ∗#t(green)
  
+ + +
ag1
ag2
tuple space
t(red) t(green)
t(blue)
r
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A tuple space as a chemical solution
Coordination through an exact chemical solution of tuples
• The tuple space resembles a chemical solution in a glass
• Each tuple resembles a chemical substance
• Agents observe, insert and remove substances
• Tuple concentration drives the selection of chemical reactions
  
biochemical tuple space (circadian clock)
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Decay example
After installing reaction t(X)
0.01−−→ 0
• We let tuples decade (evaporate like pheromones)
• This is useful to enact time-pertinency
• An agent perceives that the tuple is fading until disappearing
• E.g. t(s) is the temporaneous publication of a service
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Tuple Transfer
Right-hand side of a reaction can have a “firing tuple”
  
+
t(red) t(green)
r1
r2
r3
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From one node to a full biochemical network
Firing tuples are sent to any neighbour, probabilistically
  
+
t(red) t(green)
r
r1
r2
r3
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On matching and rates
Overcoming discrete matching
• We use an application-dependent match function µ(t, t ′)
• µ = 0 no match, µ = 1 perfect match, 0 < µ < 1 partial
An example inspired to Ontology Web Language
We consider a scenario of advertisements for cars
• Example law: CityCar r−→ 0
• Candidate tuple (e.g., its match with CityCar gives 0.1):
f550 : Car (hasMaker : ferrari,
hasMaxSpeed : ’285km/h’,
hasEnergyPower in {gasoline, diesel})
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On matching and rates
Overcoming discrete matching
• Chemical reactions are applied “modulo match ranking”
• E.g. with µ = 0.5, actual chemical rate is divided by 2
• A typical scenario of match-making with preferences
Example
• CityCar 0.01−−→ 0
• Advertisements of cars more recognised as city cars will end
up decaying faster than other cars (sport cars, luxury cars)
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Some implementation fact
How and when selecting a chemical reaction?
Gillespie “direct” simulation algorithm for chemistry [3]
1. Compute the markovian rate r1, . . . , rn of reactions, let R be
the sum
2. Choose one of them probabilistically, and execute its transition
3. Proceed again with (1) after 1R ∗ ln 1τ seconds, with
τ = random(0, 1)
Tuple Space implementation
• Can be prototyped on top of TuCSoN
• Tuple centres programmed with the above algorithm
• Also need to implement proper matching
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Pervasive Service Ecosystems
A framework for Future & Emerging Pervasive Systems
• Data, S/W services and devices as “individuals”
• The infrastructure provides few laws regulating interactions
• Individuals get injected, then diffuse, evolve and combine
Expected behavioural patterns
• Intrinsic competition/extinction dynamics
• Formation of niches propitious to certain individuals
• (Very much like what happens in natural ecologies)
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Ecosystems vs Chemistry
An only apparent mismatch
• Idealised chemical reactions are shown to nicely model
population dynamics
• One molecule modelling a single individual of a species
• Example prey (p) predator (P)
• P r1−→ 0 P + p r2−→ P + P p r3−→ p + p
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The scenario of service ecosystems
Services and requests as tuples
  
s1
tuple space
s1
s2
s2
c1
c2
c3
r1-a
r1-b
r2-a
r2-b
r2-c
r3-a
r3-b
r3-c
Clients and services as “individuals of an ecology”
• Unused services fade until completely disappearing
• Concentration of a service increases upon usage
• Similar services compete for survival
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Positive-Negative feedback
Service tuples decay, but can be sustained by a feedback token
• Decay rule: DECAY r dec−−−→ 0
• Feed rule: publish(SER) r feed−−−→ publish(SER) + SER
Example simulation: r dec = 0.01, r feed = 10
• time 0: Catalyst Token
publish(S) is inserted
• time 400: Service S reaches
an equilibrium
• time 1000: The token is
removed (or decays)
• time 1600: Service S
vanishes
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Feedback by using (a.k.a. prey-predator)
Idea: Matching Service-Request sustains the service
• Use rule: SER + REQ r use−−−→ SER + SER + toserve(SER, REQ)
Sim: r dec = 0.01, r use = 0.00005, request arrival rate = 50
• time 0: Injection of requests
raises service level
• time 30: Requests are tamed
• time 350: Unserved requests
and service stabilise
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Competition
What if more services can handle the same requests?
• higher concentration means higher match frequency
• some service may match better the request, being more proper
Sim: r use1 = 0.06, r use2 = 0.04
• time 0: The two services are
in competition for the same
requests
• time 100: The one with
better use rate (better
match) is prevailing
• time 1300: Service s2 lost
competition and fades
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Competition: a larger example
Car Advertisements scenario
• One advertisements injected each day
• Users interested to one of 5 types of car
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Spatial Diffusion and Competition
One service monopolises a network and its requests
Services continuously diffuse around, by rule:
• Diffuse rule: SER r diff−−−→ SER 
Scenario: a better service is injected in a node
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Resembling a biological tissue scenario
Example Simulation: r use1 = 0.05, r use2 = 0.1
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Discussion
Properties
The coordination space achieves the following:
• self-adaptation: the best service is selected over time
• self-optimisation: unused services get disposed
• opennes: can deal with incoming new services and requests
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What is SAPERE
A European Project
• European call for funding projects: FP7-ICT-2009.8.5
• Call name: Self-awareness in Autonomic Systems
• Call type: Future and Emerging Technologies (FET)
• Funding Scheme: STREP (Specific Targeted Research Project)
• Period: 1/10/2010 - 30/9/2013
• Overall research grant: ≈ 2.5MEuro
• Consortium
• Universita` di Modena e Reggio Emilia – Franco Zambonelli
• Universita` di Bologna – Mirko Viroli
• University of London – Giovanna di Marzo
• University of St Andrews, Dublin – Simon Dobson
• Johannes Kepler Universitaet Linz – Alois Ferscha
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Activities
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Efforts
UNIBO details
• Leader of WP1: “Model and Methodology”
• Leader of WP6: “Dissemination, Exploitation, ..”
• Involved in WP2: “Structures & Space”
• Involved in WP4: “Infrastructure”
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Some details on the Ecosystem Model
Syntax / semantics of eco-laws
How is an eco-law specified?
1. Chemical template: X + Y
r−→ Z
2. Matching functions: how tuples (tx and ty ) match X and Y?
3. Bond functions: are tx and ty compatible/complementary?
4. Generation function: how is tz produced from tx and ty ?
5. Rate: how tx and ty affect r , i.e., velocity/probability?
Bio-ICT convergence
This can be viewed as either:
• a semantic-oriented chemical model
• a semantic-oriented population dynamics model
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Some details on Infrastructure
Seen as a tuple-space infrastructure
• Agents (devices/services/data) inject their status tuple
• Agents monitor changes in their tuples
• Users perceive the ecosystem by oberving population of tuples
• The infrastructure provide a networked set of spaces
• Tuples evolve/diffuse by eco-inspired coordination laws
Possible implementation framework
• TuCSoN as a basic middleware
• ReSpecT (or equivalent) as language to express eco-laws
• Need a semantic module, and a chemical module
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A list of available thesis/projects
Chemical behaviour
• Implementing a chemical-oriented tuple space, on top of
TuCSoN or CArtAgO
• Experimenting some pervasive scenario
Eco-laws
• Experimenting on existing libraries for semantic reasoning
Simulation
• Need expert programmers to build ultra-fast simulators
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